Compared to threads, tasks are a more fine-grained alternative. The task parallel programming model offers benefits in terms of better performance portability and better load-balancing for problems that exhibit nonuniform workloads. A common scenario of task parallel programming is that a task is recursively decomposed into smaller sub-tasks. Depending on the problem domain, the number of created sub-tasks may be nonuniform, thereby creating potential for significant load imbalances in the system. Dynamic load-balancing mechanisms will distribute the tasks across available threads. The final result of a computation may be modeled as a reduction over the results of all sub-tasks.
INTRODUCTION
Many computational problems can be expressed in form of reductions over some input data. Ciesko et al. define a reduction operation as an iterative update to a result variable (Ciesko et al. 2015) , res := op(res, expr), where op is an associative and commutative operator, expr is some expression that computes a partial result over some input data, and the result variable res must not occur in expr. Under such scenario, the computation can be parallelized by partitioning the data into tasks, solving each partition independently and combining the results of all partitions.
Ciesko et al. list three common usage patterns for task parallelism and reductions (Ciesko et al. 2015) .
(1) For-loop iterations (or the class of primitive recursive functions) use a a priori bounded iteration space. Without control structures of greater generality, the computation can be split into n p uniform tasks, and the tasks distributed to p processors. (2) While-loop iteration (or the class of general recursive functions) use an iteration space of undetermined size, such as in graph traversals. (3) Recursive functions as used frequently in backtracking algorithms.
Although a bounded iteration space can also be hierarchically decomposed, this work focuses on problems that can be implemented using while-loop iteration and recursive functions. Under these classes, the iteration space is unknown and tasks may contain complex control structures that make task execution nonuniform. Thus the decomposition is challenging and may lead to load balancing problems that may become worse with coarser-grain problem decomposition. One approach towards solving such problems is to dynamically overdecompose the problem domain into tasks that can be solved independently by a number of available threads/cores. To load-balance, threads use work-stealing to obtain work from other threads. Alternatively, created tasks could be distributed to available threads using work-sharing (Thoman et al. 2018 ).
The notion of task parallelism has become prevalent since the wide-spread adoption of multicore systems. Many available frameworks support tasks. Although OpenMP initially focused on implementing parallel for-loops over a dataset, tasks have been supported since version 3.0 (Ciesko et al. 2015) . The Intel Cilk languages (Frigo et al. 1998; Leiserson 2009 ) are extensions to programming languages in the C family that support the notion of task parallelism. Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) also supports the notion of tasks (Intel Corp. 2018) .
When a task has completed its computation, the result can be combined into a global result in various ways. (1) The parent task can wait until a sub-task has finished its computation. Task parallel programming models typically offer such synchronized execution model, but in the context of parallel task reduction this model would lead to over-synchronization. (2) A single shared object can be used to accumulate the results of each task. Due to contention on a single shared object, this approach does not scale with increasing core count (though it would perform better than approach 1). (3) Each thread could combine all results of its solved tasks locally and reduce to a global result at the end. Framework support for parallel reductions over tasks varies. Cilk supports parallel task reductions in the form of reducer hyperobjects (Frigo et al. 2009 ). OpenMP will introduce the notion of parallel task reductions with version 5.0 (Ciesko et al. 2015) . Users of earlier versions need to manually implement thread-local reduction. To our knowledge TBB's task mechanism (i.e., task_group) lacks support for parallel reductions over tasks, though reducer objects could be provided by programmers. In addition to tasks, TBB offers other mechanisms for parallel reductions over datasets.
This article introduces Blaze-Tasks, a simple generic framework for running parallel tasks and computing reduction operations. Users specify a task, a functor operating on tasks, and the number of threads being used. Blaze-Tasks are implemented portably in the C++ programming language (ISO/IEC 14882:2017(E) International Standard 2017) using threads as the underlying Blaze-Tasks: A Framework for Computing Parallel Reductions over Tasks 66:3 parallel abstraction. At the core, Blaze-Tasks use n lock-free queues, where each thread owns one queue. To support efficient work stealing, the queues are implemented as single-producer and multi-consumer queues. These queues use an asymmetric implementation that assigns different responsibilities to data structure owner and task-thieves. By separating the responsibilities, the implementation can rely on weaker (atomic) operations that reduce the need for synchronization between CPU cores.
Blaze-Tasks are entirely implemented in modern C++ and unlike Cilk or OpenMP do not make use of language extensions and language specific compiler optimizations. Our evaluation is carried out on an Intel x86 dual-socket system with 20 cores in total and support for 40 hardware threads, and on an IBM Power 9 dual-socket system with 40 cores and support for 160 hardware threads. On Intel, Cilk exhibits the best performance on most benchmarks, followed by Blaze tasks and gcc's OpenMP. On IBM, Blaze-Tasks performs better on most benchmarks than the tested alternatives.
The contributions of this article are as follows:
(1) A generic lock-free design of task management and reduction (2) The notion of asymmetric data structures to minimize synchronization overhead (3) A portable and customizable prototype implementation in C++ and its evaluation on multiple architectures
The remainder of this article is outlined as follows. Section 2 provides the background of this work, Section 3 gives an overview of related work, Section 4 describes the design principles and implementation of our task management system in detail, Section 5 evaluates our approach by comparing it against other available systems, and Section 6 concludes and offers some ideas for future work.
BACKGROUND
This section gives a brief overview of tasks, our prototype example, the Blaze library, and the C++ memory model.
Sample Problem: Computing π
Consider computing a numeric solution for a given integral. One approach is the trapezoidal method as outlined in Lambers lecture notes on computing adaptive quadrature (Lambers 2009, p. 2) . This algorithm begins by approximating a result for a given integral. The approximation is validated by computing another more fine-grained approximation over two equally sized partitions. If the quality of the approximation is estimated to fall within a given tolerance threshold, then a result is returned. Otherwise, two independent tasks for computing a numeric integral value for the two halves are created. The solution for the two halves can be independently sought and reduced to a global result.
Depending on the underlying function, subdividing the integral can lead to nonuniform workloads. For example, approximating π by computing the area of a quarter circle (shown in Figure 1 (b)) leads to a much higher number of subdivisions on one side. A tolerance threshold of 10 −17 yields the subdivisions shown by Figure 1(a) . The figure subdivides the x-axis into 100 buckets and shows the number of segments that (partially) overlap with the bucket. The number of subdivisions increases from roughly 1.3 million per bucket on the left (bucket 1) to 99 million on the right (bucket 100), thereby causing significant imbalances in workload distribution.
Tasks
A task is a unit of computation that can be executed independently. Its execution may create more sub-tasks and yield some result. In many task-based systems (de Supinski and Klemm 2017; 66:4 P. Pirkelbauer et al. Leiserson 2009), a task may wait for the completion of its sub-tasks. In this work, we are interested in parallel reductions over all tasks, thus waiting on sub-tasks is not supported (at this time).
Consider the code in Figure 2 , which shows a task parallel implementation in OpenMP. Without the OpenMP pragmas, the code executes the computation sequentially. The approximation of the integral of function fun within the range between lo and hi is initiated by calling integrate. Integrate computes the area in the given range using the trapezoidal method and calls integr_task to validate the estimate. integr_task subdivides the range into two equal parts and approximates the same area. If the two approximations are within a tolerance limit, then the result is added to the global variable result. Otherwise, the task is split into two sub-tasks for a more fine-grain computation.
In the OpenMP version, integrate creates a task group of threads. The main thread will fork new threads, which will work on available tasks, until they have been computed. The taskgroup construct synchronizes all threads by waiting until all tasks have been processed. In integr_task, the recursive subdivision creates two independent tasks (using #pragma omp task) that can be computed concurrently. To avoid contention from updating a single global variable, each OpenMP thread owns a variable, partialresult, where it aggregates the results of the tasks that it has processed. At the end of the parallel region, the partial results of all threads are combined into a total value through the use of atomic operations. Users can invoke numeric integration by supplying an integratable function as argument. For example, to approximate π , users model the circle formula to compute y for x.
We argue that numeric integration is an example that leans itself towards a task-based model. It is a priori unknown, where an integratable function requires subdivision. Thus, an approach that statically computes segments could suffer from significant load imbalances. A task parallel model remains flexible and immune against these imbalances (though fine-grain tasks may introduce other performance overhead).
The Blaze Library
The Blaze library (Pirkelbauer and Dzugan 2015; Pirkelbauer et al. 2017 ) offers scalable prototype implementations in C++ of concurrent utilities, including locks, containers, and memory managers. The Blaze library is built on generic principles (Dehnert and Stepanov 2000) , where users can customize containers by plugging in different allocators and memory managers. The ability to customize Blaze's abstraction makes the library a suitable choice for environments that exhibit different safety and performance requirements. Table 1 shows available memory management schemes.
Memory management using epochs. Epochs keep track of threads starting and ending operations in shared data. In our implementation, a thread that accesses shared data increments its counter and increments it again when it finishes the operation. Other threads only read a thread's epoch counter and determine whether an epoch is active, and if a thread has made progress since a node was removed from the data structure.
When an object is removed from a data structure, it is enqueued in a list of objects whose deallocation is pending. Objects in this list will be tagged with a timestamp indicating when the object was removed from the data structure. The timestamp is represented by a vector of epoch counters, ts = (e t 0 , . . . , e tn ). Initially, an object is untagged. When the number of untagged objects reaches a certain threshold τ , where τ >= |threads |, a thread collects a new timestamp by reading all other threads' current epoch counters and associates the timestamp with yet untagged objects. The collected timestamp is also used to identify objects that can be freed. An object can be freed, if the comparison of its tag with the current timestamp shows that either every thread has advanced since the object was tagged, or a thread has been quiescent at the time when the object was tagged, Epoch management uses sequentially consistent operations to globally order the start of an operation and the start of object reclamation. The end of an operation uses release ordering to make sure that the effects of preceding operations become visible before an object can be freed.
The C++ Memory Model
With C++11, the C++ programming language introduced a relaxed memory model for concurrency. Memory locations subject to data races have to be of atomic type. A data race is defined as two or more concurrent memory accesses to the same memory location, where at least one of them is a write (Savage et al. 1997) . Atomic operations include load, store, and read-modify-write operations.
Programmers can exercise fine-grain control over memory ordering by tagging atomic operations ( Table 2 ). The memory model offers four modes. Sequentially consistent operations (tagged memory_order_seq_cst) globally order an execution. Release/acquire (tagged memory_order_ release and memory_order_acquire) and release/consume semantics (tagged memory_order_ release and memory_order_consume) are pairs on stores and loads, respectively. The tags guarantee that order dependencies (release/acquire) and data dependencies (release/consume) hold. Last, relaxed operations (tagged memory_order_relaxed) guarantee no ordering. The more relaxed an atomic operation the more aggressive optimizations (e.g., operation reordering) are available to the compiler and architecture.
The x86 architecture has a relatively strong memory model, where only sequentially consistent operations incur synchronization overhead in the form of a memory fence (Sevcik and Sewell 2011) . On the Power architecture, relaxed operations are cheaper than release/acquire operations, which in turn are cheaper than sequentially consistent operations (Batty et al. 2012 ). An explanation of the C++11 memory model and more subtle details are described by the C++ standard (ISO/IEC 14882:2017(E) International Standard 2017), Adve (2008), and Williams (2012) .
RELATED WORK
Cilk. Cilk is a parallel extension to the C programming languages (Blumofe and Leiserson 1999; Frigo et al. 1998; Leiserson 2009; Schardl et al. 2017 ) that consists of a compiler and a runtime system. Cilk pioneered many concepts available to task parallel programming. In Cilk 5 (Frigo et al. 1998 ) each hardware thread owns a deque to manage its tasks. The owner enqueues and dequeues from the near end, while the thieves dequeue from the far end. To avoid the overhead of using locks and expensive read-modify-write operations, the queue owner accessed its elements optimistically and checked afterwards that the access did not occur concurrently with a thief's access to the same element. Cilk 5's compiler creates two versions of each Cilk function, a fast version executed by the producer thread, and a slow version executed by thieves. The fast version elides synchronization due to task scheduling order guarantees. While implementation for multiple platforms exist, Cilk is not as widely available as OpenMP (e.g., not on IBM Power systems). While the development of Cilk continues with Open Cilk (Schardl et al. 2018) , the support for Cilk has been deprecated by Intel and gcc.
An alternative deque implementation is presented by Arora et al. (1998) . Their implementation is based on compare and swap to provide lock-freedom and pointer-tagging to prevent the ABA problem (Dechev et al. 2006 ). Compared to our approach, these deque implementations need to use sequentially consistent operations to synchronize accesses at both ends of a deque, which can be expensive on relaxed memory architectures. In addition, the described deque is implemented within a circular buffer, which-under some circumstances-puts some upper limit on the number of recursively spawnable tasks.
Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB)
. TBB are a portable C++ library offering many generic abstractions suitable for parallel programming, including parallel algorithms and data structures, scalable memory allocators, and task schedulers (Intel Corp. 2018) . The use of tasks is supported through several methods. Tasks and task groups are the abstractions that are most similar to BlazeTasks in terms of its interface and design. In addition, TBB offers an algorithm for parallel reduction over datasets (i.e., parallel_reduce).
The design of TBB's task abstraction and scheduling (Intel Corp. 2018 ) is very close to our design. Each thread owns its own task deque, where task-thieves remove tasks in a first-in first-out order, while the owner removes tasks in last-in first-out order (LIFO). TBB's focus with respect to tasks is on scheduling larger tasks. TBB uses C++ lambda functions (Järvi and Freeman 2010) as an abstraction for tasks. C++ lambda functions have the advantage that users can model heterogeneous tasks easier. Conversely, Blaze-Tasks store homogeneous task data that gets passed into a functor. This is not a limitation, however, as Blaze-tasks users could store C++ lambdas and define a functor to execute lambda functions.
Open Multi-Processing. (OpenMP) provides a common interface for programming shared memory multiprocessor systems (Ciesko et al. 2015; de Supinski and Klemm 2017) . Originally, OpenMP supported for-loop data-level parallelism, but its support for task parallel programs has been improving since version 3.0. OpenMP 5 will introduce support for task parallel reductions. OpenMP uses compiler directives to define extensions to host languages C/C++ and Fortran. OpenMP aware compilers translate the OpenMP directives into code for parallel execution. The combination of compiler plus runtime system enables compile-time optimizations, not available to library only implementations. OpenMP describes a common API that vendors can implement and optimize for specific target systems. Olivier et al. (2012) explore scheduling strategies on NUMA systems. Their work examines problems of task scheduling and work-stealing on NUMA architectures, which include cold cache misses and remote memory accesses. To improve scalability and reduce socket-to-socket communication, Olivier et al. suggest to use hierarchical task scheduling. For every shepherd there exists one LIFO queue that all threads use to share work. Thus work sharing occurs naturally per socket. Work stealing from other sockets is only attempted by the worker that finds the local task queue empty. This technique reduces inter-socket communication. Evans et al. discuss scheduling strategies for Chapel tasks on manycore systems (Evans et al. 2017) . They compare two existing strategies Sherwood and Nemesis and introduce a novel strategy Distrib. While Sherwood employs a hierarchical shepherd strategy for work stealing and LIFO order task processing, Nemesis, derived from the MPICH2 queuing system, uses a lock-free multi-producer single-consumer FIFO order queue. Nemesis minimizes contention at the expense of locality. Distrib is a novel strategy that improves Nemesis' approach with work stealing. In addition, Distrib uses condition variables to put threads to sleep when no work is available for stealing. QThreads is a portable open-source library that can be compiled on many architectures (Wheeler et al. 2008) . Qthreads offers a number of parallel abstractions, including support for waiting/non-waiting for sub-tasks and reducers (called sinc). QThreads offers users control over scheduler choice and shepherd/worker ratios.
Argobots. Argobots (Seo et al. 2018 ) is a portable library that offers several tasking capabilities in the form of user-level threads (ULT) and tasklets. While ULT maintain their own stack and context, tasklets are a more efficient and lightweight alternative that execute atomically on a thread's stack without context switching. Argobots gives users control to manage many aspects of runtime behavior, which makes Argobots a suitable library to work along-side other available parallel frameworks. Similar to Argobots tasklets, Blaze Tasks also do not have their own stack and execute atomically. In contrast to Qthreads, Argobots do not offer a sinc abstraction, which makes it challenging to use tasklets for reductions.
Other Approaches. Muddukrishna et al. (2016) use a locality aware runtime and user annotations to distribute data to different NUMA nodes. They introduce work-stealing and work-dealing algorithms that take queue sizes and node distance into account before stealing (dealing) tasks from (to) other nodes. Broquedis et al. explored tasks and data-flow information to efficiently steal tasks in the libKOMP library (Broquedis et al. 2012) . HotSLAW (Min et al. 2011 ) is a dynamic tasking library for UPC. HotSLAW works on distributed memory systems and makes task stealing decisions based on the memory hierarchy. HotSLAW considers vicinity to determine the victim and chunk size.
Compile-Time Optimizations. Static optimizations of task parallel programs have been explored by Thoman et al. (2017) . The authors discuss analyses to optimize the execution of parallel tasks. Parameters that are tuned statically include task spawning, tasks granularity, and an estimate of the stack size required per task.
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes our design principles, the interface to the Blaze-Tasks library, and its implementation.
Design Principles
We established the following principles to guide our design:
(1) Low-overhead in the common case: enqueuing to and dequeuing from the task pool should exhibit minimal overhead. This criteria is beneficial to the expected common case where threads have sufficient work to operate independently from each other (i.e., without the need for task stealing). Little additional overhead cost should be paid when compared to a single threaded system. Since the reduction operation is associative and commutative, the tasks can be executed in any order. (2) Minimize the update of globally shared variables: Frequent updates to single globally shared memory causes contention and consequently degrades performance (Herlihy and Shavit 2012) . Moreover, sequentially consistent atomic operations incur a significant overhead, because they require a total global ordering. A scalable design should be based on weaker atomic operations that entail less synchronization overhead. (3) Lock-free progress guarantee: Lock-freedom requires that at least one thread out of many contending threads makes progress (Herlihy and Shavit 2012) . Frequently, the use of lock-free algorithms offers better performance, though many cases exist where attaining lock-free progress entails overhead in the common/single-threaded case. While we favor the use of lock-free algorithms, we do not argue for a completely nonblocking solution. Nonblocking solutions would require termination safety. Thread failure in the context of fork-join parallelism would inherently lead to non-termination as the join operation would be compromised. Thus the use of blocking memory management in combination with lock-free algorithms is in order with our principles. (4) Cache locality: Cache locality is critical to the performance of many algorithms. Any task scheduling system needs to provide mechanisms that ensure that data in cache can be reused by the same thread.
User Interface
Blaze-Tasks offers the function execute_tasks as the main interface to the task library. execute_tasks is a generic method that takes in three arguments. numthreads is the number of threads that will be created, fun is a generic functor that executes tasks. fun needs to support the function call operator() taking in a reference to a task pool (i.e., pool) and a task. fun solves tasks of type Task and returns the result of the reduction. The result type is deduced from fun using the decltype specifier. Each thread initializes a result variable to the default element (e.g., 0 in case of a numeric type) and uses the operator+= to reduce the results first locally and at the end globally. User defined types can be used to initialize with a different neutral element or carry out a different reduction operation. By default, the memory allocated by the task pool is managed using epochs. Depending on the system, it may be more suitable to manage memory using an arena or a garbage collector. For these cases, a second version of execute_tasks allows users to pass in the memory manager as a template argument.
Implementation
This section describes our implementation in detail.
Task Creation and Reduction.
The computation is started by invoking the functionexecute_tasks(numthreads, f, task), which takes in the number of threads, a functor, and the initial task. execute_tasks runs on the main thread and is responsible for initializing the task pool with the initial task, for creating the worker threads, for executing part of the computation, and lastly for joining the threads and computing the reduction. Figure 3 shows a graphical overview of the mechanism. The main thread initializes a shared task pool with the initial work and initiates the creation of the requested number of threads. If the number of threads is larger than a given threshold (i.e., eight), then the main thread tasks another thread with the creation of half of the remaining threads. Each created thread executes the task loop (Figure 4(a) ). The task loop takes a task from a pool and executes the task on its stack. The execution of a task may result in the creation of new sub-tasks, that will be stored in the pool. The execution of a task produces a result that is reduced locally (within a thread). A thread executes tasks (own or stolen) until no more tasks are available.
When the threads are in consensus that no more tasks are available, the result is reported back to the parent thread and the non-main threads terminate. The main thread returns the total result to the caller of execute_tasks. Figure 4 (b) describes the interface of the task pool relevant to users. The member function enq adds a new task to the shared pool.
Task Pool.
In the previous section, we introduced the notion of a shared task pool. While several lock-free and wait-free data structures for the construction of multi-producer multiconsumer queues exist (Feldman and Dechev 2015; Michael and Scott 1996; Pirkelbauer et al. 2016; Yang and Mellor-Crummey 2016) , we posit that many of these solutions incur a significant overhead (in the form of contention or the use of expensive atomic operations) even when a thread produces and consumes its own tasks. Thus, we opted for a design where the pool consists of n task queues where each of the n threads owns its own queue. When a thread requests a task from the pool, it first attempts to dequeue from its queue. If its own queue is empty, then it tries to steal a task from other threads' queues.
To implement efficient local task queues, we introduce the notion of an asymmetric concurrent data structure.
Definition 4.1. A shared concurrent data structure is called asymmetric if different threads take on different responsibilities with respect to the data structure.
Blaze-Tasks uses an asymmetric design that splits the responsibilities between queue owner and non-owners (task-thieves). The task queue uses a single-producer multi-consumer design. The owner is solely responsible for storing new elements in its queue and for managing its queue's memory. This distinction allows us to reap significant performance benefits for the owner's operations in terms of ensuring memory safety and the use of weak atomic operations. Scott's queue (Michael and Scott 1996) . The design guarantees that at least one element remains in the queue, thus head and tail will never be null. The inner bounded queue uses a lock-free single-producer and multi-consumer scheme similar to a hybrid circular queue (Pirkelbauer et al. 2016) , except that we do not reuse buffer elements.
Figure 5(a) shows the core interface of our task queue. enq and deq are the two operations that the queue owner uses to manipulate the content of its queue. deq_steal is used to dequeue a task from a non-local queue. The colors in Figure 5 (b) indicate which thread can access and modify the data (black = exclusive to owner, blue = data produced by the owner and read by other threads; red = data that can be modified by other threads).
The asymmetric distinction between queue owners and task-thieves distributes responsibilities between them. Owners are exclusively responsible for adding new elements to the queue, and for managing any memory allocation and reclamation. Task-thieves may dequeue elements (increment an inner queue's hd) but otherwise do not modify the queue's content. In turn, this offers opportunities for optimizing the queue owner's operations. (1) Since a task-thief only updates the inner queue's head (i.e., hd), but does not modify the outer queue, the owner's enqueue and dequeue operations do not need to be memory managed. (2) The owner is the only producer, thus all intra-thread memory ordering relationships hold and the local dequeue can solely rely on relaxed memory operations.
Enqueue checks whether the first inner queue has space available. If the queue is full, then a new outer queue node is added. Then the element is enqueued. Compared to a sequential queue, two modification were needed to ensure proper memory ordering. First, storing to the inner tail tl uses release to ensure that the preceding addition of the task is visible for all positions up to tl. Second, adding a new node to the outer queue needs to set the next pointer. To guarantee that the initialization of the new node is visible to other threads, the store is tagged with release ordering.
Dequeue removes the oldest element from the queue. To that end, it uses a lock-free dequeue implementation that optimistically reads a task pointed to by the current hd and attempts to compare and swap hd to one position afterward. If the compare and swap is successful, then the task was dequeued. Otherwise, some other thread was successful, and the thread attempts to dequeue the task at the new hd position. If the inner queue becomes empty, then dequeue attempts to remove from the next outer queue node. deq is also responsible for removing and freeing outer queue nodes whose tasks have been consumed and for updating the head pointer accordingly. All shared memory operations use relaxed memory ordering, except updates to head use release to ensure that at least the initialized node is visible to other threads.
When a node is removed from the outer queue, the owner is also responsible for freeing it. To this end, some concurrent memory management technique is applied to ensure that no other thread holds a reference to the memory. By default, we use epochs as a low-overhead mechanism (Hart et al. 2007 ), but users may plug in other available techniques, such as a garbage collector or an arena based memory technique as needed.
Since the data in a queue are produced by the owner, and the owner is solely responsible for managing queue memory, it can rely on intra-thread memory ordering and use only relaxed operations for dequeuing an element.
Non-local dequeue steals tasks from other threads in a round-robin fashion when the local queue is empty. A non-local dequeue reads a queue's head and attempts to dequeue an element from an inner queue. First, the dequeue reads the number of elements in the inner queue from tl. This is an acquire operation that guarantees that all tasks stored up to tl are visible. A non-local dequeue optimistically reads the element at hd and attempts to compare and swap hd to one position afterward. If the compare and swap is successful, then the task was dequeued. Otherwise, dequeue attempts to read the task at the new hd position. If the inner queue becomes empty, then dequeue attempts to remove from the next inner queue. Non-local dequeues are not involved in memory management. Except for reading tl all operations use relaxed ordering. This is possible, because a task stored in an inner queue is never overwritten, and the memory management guarantees that any read from the location is served before the memory can be reclaimed and reused.
To manage contention on a single queue and to improve load balancing, we place a limitation on how often a thread can unsuccessfully execute the CAS loop on another thread's task queue, before it moves on to the next task queue. To do that, we use core proximity to determine how often a dequeue should be tried. We distinguish the following cases: Two threads share the same core (in case of hyperthreading), two threads share the same socket (i.e., they share some cache), and two threads execute on two different sockets. To better load-balance the tasks, we increase the number of attempts to steal from threads whose task pool is estimated to hold more than an average number of tasks, and we do not steal if the victim's pool contains significantly fewer than average number of tasks. To estimate the number of all tasks, a thread samples the available number of tasks and keeps a rolling average as it attempts to steal tasks. To this end, each thread keeps a rough count of the number of available tasks. The number is only updated when blocks of the outer queue are created or removed. Accesses to a task's counter uses relaxed memory operations, and thus the count is considered an informed estimate.
On the IBM system, a thread deq_steal attempts the CAS loop six times (same core), four times (same socket), and two times (other socket). If a task pool seems to contain a higher than average number of tasks, then the number of attempts increases up to eight regardless of proximity before a thief gives up due to high contention. If a task contains less than a quarter of tasks in the rolling average, then no task is stolen.
End-of-work Consensus Protocol.
A set of threads that cooperate on solving a set of tasks have finished their work when no task is waiting in a task pool and when no thread is actively working on a task.
In a naïve scheme, we could simply count the number of created tasks and the number of processed tasks. When the two numbers are equal, all tasks have been processed and no more new tasks can be created. However, keeping a global count of available tasks leads to contention on the counter. Thus, we use a different technique to keep track of available work. In our scheme a thread keeps track about its created and processed tasks.
The state diagram in Figure 6 depicts the protocol. A thread is said to own a task if a task was first enqueued in its task queue. For example, the first task is enqueued into the main thread's queue, thus the main thread owns the task. As long as a thread's queue is not empty, it dequeues from its own queue. When a task queue becomes empty, a thread remains active. A thread is inactive if all its owned tasks have been completed, either by itself or by some other thread that stole the task. Regardless of being in active or inactive state, threads attempt to steal tasks and work on them. When such a stolen task produces sub-tasks, a thread's queue becomes non-empty and the thread active. When all threads have become inactive, all created tasks have been processed.
At the beginning, only the main thread owns tasks. Some other thread will need to steal a task first, before it owns tasks. Each thread has a shared monotonic counter that counts the number of processed stolen tasks. Thus, when a thread finished a stolen task it updates the counter of the thread owning the task. To determine the number of inactive threads, Blaze uses a global counter. A thread modifies the global counter when it transitions from owning tasks to not owning tasks and vice versa. Only when all tasks have been processed, the count of active threads reaches zero. This technique guarantees that none of the worker threads terminate before all tasks are processed. Figure 7 shows a Blaze-Tasks equivalent to the numeric adaptive quadrature algorithm implemented for OpenMP in Figure 2 . The algorithm is encapsulated by a functor, compute_integral, that stores the tolerance threshold and the integratable function. The numeric adaptive quadrature algorithm is implemented by compute_integral's operator(). The main difference between the earlier OpenMP version and the Blaze version is that instead of splitting the approximation into two independent tasks, this version creates one task that is stored in the task pool and can be computed independently and another task that serves as continuation. Once an integration task does not require further splitting, a result, res, is computed and returned. Then, the Blaze-Tasks main loop uses the result for a thread-local reduction and finds another task in the local queue or through work stealing. The function integrate sets up the functor compute_integral for the Blaze Task framework, estimates the area for fun within the range from lo to hi and starts the parallel reduction.
Example.

EVALUATION
This section evaluates Blaze-Tasks by comparing it to the state-of-the art frameworks OpenMP (as implemented by gcc 7.3, icc 15.0.3, and clang 6.0.1) and TBB (18 U3 and version distributed with icc 15.0.3), QThreads (checked out Aug. 2018, using Sherwood scheduler and 2 workers/shepherd, compiled with gcc 7.3), and Cilk (gcc 7.3 and icc 15.0.3). Qthread and Cilk were only tested on the Intel test system. For benchmark codes that were ported from the Barcelona OpenMP Test Suite (BOTS), we present the performance obtained for tasks without waiting (OpenMP) and the original BOTS implementation (BOTS).
We compare the runtime of our framework using an epoch-based memory management scheme. All test codes are written in similar style (i.e., continuation loops are used by all codes or none, tasks do not wait on sub-task completion (with the exception of Cilk and BOTS implementations)). Since OpenMP does not support global task reductions currently (though OpenMP 5.0 will), we used manual reduction techniques (Ciesko et al. 2015) for OpenMP. The π and dot product benchmark use threadprivate variables, while the Fibonacci, N-Queens, and Unbalanced Tree Search benchmarks use a cacheline padded array that is indexed by the OpenMP thread number. For TBB, we provided our own reducer object, that builds on a cacheline padded array. The QThreads implementations follow our task-based programming style and use the provided sinc abstraction for reduction and termination detection. To manage the lifetime of heap allocated objects in task models that do not wait, we use C++ smart pointers. Since BOTS and Cilk versions wait until spawned tasks finish, the addition of memory management was not necessary with these programming models.
Experiments, Measurements, and Comparison
We tested the task systems using benchmarks that fall into three major categories: true parallel reductions, (i.e., computation of π using a numeric adaptive integration algorithm, computing number of solutions to the N-Queens problem, computation of Fibonacci numbers, Traveling salesman (to some extent), computation of the Cosine between two vectors, Unbalanced Tree Search (UTS)); search problems (i.e., Floorplan and Knapsack problem); and data parallel loops that were converted to tasks (i.e., Alignment).
We used two main test systems for evaluating the Blaze-Task library. Table 3 gives an overview of the system architectures. For each approach and test case, we varied the number of threads between one and the maximum number of threads supported in hardware. We ran each experiment 10 times, removed the best and worst result (as outliers) and averaged the remaining eight measurements.
Approximation of π . The first test case is the approximation of π as described by our running example. We set the tolerance threshold to 10 −17 , which produces 179,439,799 sub-segments. Figure 8 shows the results. On Intel, Cilk (920ms, icc, 40 threads; 1150ms, gcc, 40 threads) runs about 3× faster than Blaze (3300ms, gcc and icc, 40 threads) and OpenMP/gcc (3600ms, 40 threads). The remaining approaches are significantly slower. On IBM, Blaze-Tasks (2050ms, gcc and clang, 160 threads) outperforms gcc 7.3's OpenMP by 5× (10100ms, 20 threads). Other approaches run significantly slower. To better understand the execution time, we used Likwid (Treibig et al. 2010 ) to gather secondary performance indicators for runs on the Intel system using 20 hardware threads. Table 4 reports the average runtime (measures TSC), "unhalted runtime" (measures FIXC1), "cyclesno-execute" (computed by PMC3 FIXC1 ), and "cycles per instructions" (CPI) (computed by FIXC1 FIXC0 where FIXC0 is the number of retired instruction) to determine productive runtime and efficiency of an entire program execution.
The secondary indicators show that Cilk manages data more efficiently than alternative approaches, leading to a significantly larger percentage of unhalted runtime and fewer stalls.
Computing Fibonacci Numbers. This benchmark expands the entire Fibonacci tree until a leaf node has either value zero or 1. The sample code below shows Blaze-Task's implementation. Each task creates two sub-tasks, one of which is enqueued in the task pool, and the other one is executed as continuation. The result is computed by reducing the leaves. In our test, we computed the Fibonacci number for 40 that required a reduction over 165,580,141 leaves. Due to the computation's simplicity, this test exercises task creation and work stealing. The measured performance is shown in Figure 9 . On Intel, Cilk obtained the fasted performance (290ms, icc, 40 threads and 320ms, gcc, 40 threads) and ran 3.5× faster than Blaze (1140ms, gcc and icc, 40 threads) and 4.5× faster than gcc's OpenMP (1330ms, 20 threads). Other approaches are significantly slower. The secondary performance numbers in Table 5 indicate that Cilk optimizes task scheduling and execution significantly better than other approaches. On IBM, Blaze had the shortest runtime (640ms, clang, 40 threads; 780ms, gcc, 160 threads), followed by gcc OpenMP (750ms, 20 threads). Other approaches were slower.
To compare the effect of different task granularity, we introduced a cutoff level. Any input argument greater or equal to the cutoff value generates new tasks normally. Arguments less than the cutoff use local execution. The effect of the cutoff is larger leaf-tasks (several levels are computed within a single thread) and a reduced number of operations on the shared queue. Figure 10(a) shows the obtained results. For low cutoff values, Cilk performs best. However, with increasing cutoff values, Blaze and TBB improve their execution time (70ms, Blaze/gcc, cutoff between 16 and 28; 105ms, Blaze/clang, cutoff between 16 and 28; 110ms, TBB gcc/icc, cutoff between 22 and 34). The overhead in Cilk is attributed to the slow-path in functions that could spawn, but actually do not spawn, and to the use of Cilk reducers for local computation. By eliminating the former, we could reduce the runtime to 350ms (icc, cutoff 16) and by eliminating both to 120ms (icc, cutoff 16). Note, the measured QThreads versions use the same improvements.
N-Queens.
The next benchmark computes the number of valid solutions to the N-queens problem for a board size of 13. Results are shown in Figure 11 . On Intel, the best performance was obtained by Cilk (110ms, icc, 40 threads and 120ms, gcc, 40 threads), which was about 3× faster than gcc's OpenMP version (320ms, 40 threads) and 6× faster than the Blaze versions (650ms, gcc and icc, 40 threads). Other approaches were significantly slower. On IBM, the fastest runtime was obtained by Blaze (250ms, gcc and clang, 160 threads) followed by gcc's OpenMP (470ms, 20 threads). gcc's OpenMP version stops to scale beyond 20 threads. Other approaches were significantly slower.
We also experimented with cutoff values. Any task whose row number is less than the cutoff creates sub-tasks normally, while a task that exceeds the cutoff (closer to the leaves) elides task creation and uses a normal function call instead. Figure 10(b) shows the obtained results for problem size 14 running on 20 threads. We varied cutoff levels from 0 (normal execution) to 14 (a single task). While Cilk obtains the best performance for low cutoff values, Blaze and TBB obtain the best overall runtime (about 450ms at cutoff level 10) as opposed to Cilk's best performance of about 490ms at a cutoff level of 8. Table 6 shows secondary performance indicators for cutoff of 10. Like the measured execution time, unhalted runtime and stall cycles of Cilk and Blaze match closely. Although, OpenMP/gcc has a better CPI and fewer stall cycles, it does not run as fast. Possibly, OpenMP/gcc uses more instructions related to task management. We were unable to gather performance data for TBB.
Traveling Salesman. The next test case is a task-based approach to the traveling salesman problem. The input graph is represented as a matrix that indicates the weight of a path between two vertices. Each task entails traversals of the problem matrix (an O (n 2 ) operation) and the creation of two sub-tasks. Thus, this is a computation bound problem. The benchmarks used problem size 12, which generates 20,582,108 sub-tasks. As shown in Figure 12 , the fastest performance on Intel was obtained by Cilk (icc, 846ms, 40 threads and 1255ms, gcc, 40 threads), followed by Blaze (1800ms, gcc, 40 threads and 1900ms, icc, 40 threads) and gcc's OpenMP (2380ms, 40 threads). On IBM, the fastest runtime was obtained by Blaze (1000ms, clang and gcc, 160 threads), followed by gcc's OpenMP (2400ms, 40 threads) and clang's OpenMP implementation (2900ms, 160 threads). On both systems, other approaches were significantly slower.
Floorplan. This benchmark was ported from BOTS, which in turn adopted it from the application kernel matrix by Cray. Floorplan uses a sequential outer loop that spawns tasks to explore possible solutions. The spawned tasks recursively invoke the outer loop with a smaller problem n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a indicates cases where data were not available. n/a n/a n/a n/a OpenMP/gcc 1.10 0.66 0.86 0.41 TBB/* n/a n/a n/a n/a BOTS/* n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a indicates cases where data were not available. size. Results are shown in Figure 13 . On Intel, Cilk obtained the best performance (410ms, gcc, 40 threads and 620ms, icc, 40 threads), followed by gcc's OpenMP (900ms, 40 threads), and QThreads (2900ms, 40 threads). Blaze tasks performed relatively poorly, with 8,300s running on 40 threads, although it needed slightly fewer tasks (19 million) than Cilk (22.7 million). Compared to the icc code, Blaze's gcc version performed noticeably slower when a small number of threads was used. By implementing copy and move constructors for the task class, gcc's runtime catches up to icc's. On IBM, the fastest execution was obtained by gcc's OpenMP version (1.3s; 40 threads) followed by Blaze/clang (2.2s; 40threads) and Clang's OpenMP and BOTS version (2.4ms; 80 threads).
Knapsack. was ported from BOTS and originally developed for Cilk. Knapsack is task-based where each task waits until its sub-tasks complete. Each task computes an intermediate result. If this result is worse than the best solution found thus far, then the task can be pruned. Otherwise, two sub-tasks are created. Results obtained for problem size 44 are shown in Figure 14 . On Intel, Blaze achieved the fasted performance (158ms; 40 threads), followed by gcc's OpenMP (0.5s; 40 threads), and clang's BOTS version (0.9s; 40 threads). Most codes finished in between 1.5s and 2.2s. On IBM, Blaze executed fastest (gcc and clang, 60ms, 160 threads), followed by gcc's OpenMP (300ms; 20 threads). The results obtained for this benchmark depend on how quickly a good solution can be identified. On Intel, Blaze needed about 11 million tasks (0.18s, using 40 threads; 61 million tasks/s), whereas Cilk needed about 209,160 million tasks (295s; 40 threads; 709 million tasks/s).
Alignment. was ported from BOTS, which adopted the code from the Application Kernel Matrix by Cray. The alignment benchmark consists of a data parallel loop. Additional tasks are spawned to handle complex computations within the loop. In a task-only model, an application uses two different kinds of tasks. One task recursively subdivides the parallel iteration space (down to a single element). The second kind of task models the computation within the loop. The alignment test uses a significant amount of stack space, which caused QThreads to overflow although we experimented with larger QThread stack settings. The benchmark was executed with problem size 100 (the largest problem). Figure 15 shows the measured runtime. The fastest time (about 450ms, 40 threads) was obtained by Blaze, Cilk, TBB, as well as gcc and icc's OpenMP version for BOTS. Slightly slower (1.5×-2×) were the remaining approaches using OpenMP (task only) and TBB. On IBM, Blaze obtained the fastest performance (240ms, clang, 160 threads and 410ms, gcc, 160 threads), followed by TBB (415ms, clang, 80 threads), followed by the BOTS versions (440ms, clang, 160 threads and 500ms, gcc, 160 threads). The OpenMP task-based versions were slower (1,200ms, clang, 40 threads and 1,480ms, gcc, 160 threads) . In the test scenarios with fewer threads, the performance difference between clang and gcc is significant across all task frameworks. Using gprof, we traced back the slower runtime to a function forward_pass that allocates large arrays on the stack and uses a loop nest of depth two for non-affine accesses to a global array. It appears, that clang's O2 setting provides better optimizations for such a scenario than gcc's. Table 7 shows secondary performance indicators measured on the Intel system. Since the problem size is relatively small, which benefits cache locality, the values obtained for Cilk, OpenMP tasks/gcc, and Blaze look similar. each. The computation space is recursively divided until the computation can be performed on a single element. On Intel, the fastest runtime was obtained by Cilk (390ms, icc, 40 threads and 460ms, gcc, 40 threads) followed by Blaze (1000ms, clang and gcc, 40 threads) and OpenMP (4000ms, gcc, 20 threads). On IBM, Blaze (500ms for gcc and clang using 160 threads) exhibited the fastest runtime followed by OpenMP/gcc (2000ms using 20 threads).
Unbalanced Tree Search (UTS)
. is a benchmark that evaluates the ability of task frameworks to dynamically load balance applications (Olivier et al. 2007) . UTS is an abstraction of search and optimization problems that require the exploration of a large state space. UTS' concrete implementation traverses all nodes in a search tree from the root to the leaves and counts the number of nodes. While the tree is dynamically constructed in a random fashion, determinism is achieved by controlling the number of subtrees generated by each node. Each node also performs work in the form of decoding its data and encoding its children's data. UTS leads to deeply nested spawns that may prevent some frameworks from completing the computation. We based our benchmark on the BOTS implementation, except for Qthreads, where we used the kernel from the Qthreads repository. Our performance benchmark was conducted using the tiny test case provided by the BOTS benchmark suite.
On Intel, the fastest performance was obtained by an OpenMP approach, where tasks do not wait for the completion of sub-tasks, (830ms, icc, 40 threads) followed by Blaze (950ms, gcc, 20 threads) and OpenMP as implemented by BOTS, where tasks wait for completion of sub-tasks, (1,380ms, icc, 40 threads). The Cilk tests terminated with errors. On IBM, Blaze showed the best performance (1,260ms, clang, 20 threads and 1430ms, gcc, 20 threads), followed by gcc's OpenMP implementation (1590ms, 10 threads), and clang's OpenMP version (2,000ms, 80 threads). Several benchmarks Fig. 17 . Measured runtime for unbalanced tree search benchmark, using the tiny sample input. Numbers indicate measurements that exceed the timescale; experiments that did not find a solution within four minutes are omitted.
did not complete within the four minute limit (e.g., BOTS/clang, OpenMP/clang for 10 and 20 threads). Tables 8 and 9 show secondary performance indicators for experiments with 20 and 40 threads respectively. In the 20 thread case, Blaze/gcc has a larger percentage of unhalted runtime, while OpenMP/icc incurs relatively fewer stall cycles. BOTS/icc exhibits a fairly low ratio of unhalted runtime and relatively few stall cycles. In the 40 thread case, OpenMP/icc improves in terms of unhalted runtime although the stall cycles increase slightly, which in turn leads to the best measured runtime. In turn, Blaze/icc's unhalted runtime percentage and its stall cycles get worse, leading to a significant increase in runtime. BOTS/icc unhalted runtime improves while maintaining a similar stall cycle ratio, leading to the second best runtime.
Summary. We have tested several task-based frameworks on a variety of benchmarks using two dual-socket systems. On neither system there exists a single framework that performs better than all other approaches across all benchmarks. Nevertheless, Cilk performs best under most tested scenarios on the Intel system. The exceptions are cases where we introduced task generation cutoffs. While cutoffs seem to be a good tuning mechanism for problem domains that are regular and well understood, not all domains lean themselves towards the use of cutoffs. Examples include numeric integration where the load imbalances depend on the integratable function, and unbalanced tree search. On the IBM system, Blaze tasks perform better than the tested alternatives on most benchmarks.
Usability
Our benchmarks were instances of the following parallel patterns:
• Parallel reductions: A task that cannot be solved directly will be divided into sub-tasks, which can be solved independently. The final result is computed through a reduction over the leaves in the task-tree. In our benchmarks, numeric integration (computation of π ), Fibonacci numbers, N-Queens, dot product, unbalanced tree search, and Traveling Salesman are instances of this pattern.
• Search algorithms: Many search algorithms sub divide the solution space recursively and could compute the final result as a min/max value reduction over the leaves in the tasktree. A common optimization applied by these algorithms is that tasks communicate the best solution found so far and prune the tree, as soon as the global result can no longer be improved. The global value also contains the final result. In our benchmarks, Knapsack, Floorplan, and Traveling Salesman (note, our TS implementation does not prune the search space) are instances of this pattern.
• Loop parallelism: Data parallel loops are used to decompose a problem domain and solve each segment independently. Many frameworks (incl. OpenMP, TBB, QThreads) offer dataparallel abstractions. In a task-only system, the iteration space is recursively divided into sub-tasks, which compute independently. Of the tested benchmarks, alignment exhibits some properties of data parallel loops.
Task models that offer the ability to wait on spawned tasks are simpler to use in terms of resource management. Consider an object allocated by a task and provided as an argument to an arbitrary number of sub-tasks. If a thread can wait, then the object can be deallocated by its owner. Conversely, if tasks cannot wait, then programmers have to manage memory, using smart pointers (i.e., shared_ptr in C++), garbage collection, and so on.
The absence of waiting eliminates the need to synchronize tasks, thereby potentially speeding up the computation. This is evidenced by gcc's tasks implementation, where synchronization at the end of each task significantly slows down the execution, as measured for the Knapsack problem (BOTS vs OpenMP) and the computation of π (not shown). Even though Cilk elides synchronization in fast tasks (those executed by the producer), it still incurs synchronization overhead in slow tasks (executed by thieves).
While we have ported several benchmarks from BOTS, not all algorithms lean themselves to a simplified task model without waiting. For example, the FFT benchmark spawns tasks at two different levels. Each level requires waiting until the spawned tasks complete. Such implementation patterns are currently not supported by the Blaze library.
Discussion
Most schedulers utilize deque's for managing tasks. The deque data structure offers two main advantages. By using LIFO order for the owner, it is more likely that the data stored in the data structure is still in cache. In addition, the distinction between owner and thieves allows the owner to access the data without interference from task-thieves as long as a sufficient amount of tasks are stored in the data structure.
While lock-free deque data structures are known (Michael 2003; Sundell and Tsigas 2005) , we opted for using a lock-free FIFO queue due to its simpler design that allows the use of relaxed memory ordering. In essence, we traded disjoint task removal in common cases and cache locality for a data structure that is almost as simple as a sequential implementation. To recuperate some cache-locality we ask users to design their algorithms using continuations (all benchmarks other than Floorplan, Alignment, and UTS used continuations). A detailed analysis of the benefits and drawbacks will require experiments with these data structures within the same task framework.
With respect to our design goals, Blaze meets three of the four stated design criteria. The overhead for the common case where threads compute independently their own tasks is relatively low. However, many realistic task-based parallel programs will exhibit load-imbalances. Balancing the work-load with low overhead is another main factor that contributes to the overall runtime. Our implementation uses a lock-free design for a task pool to provide progress in the context of workstealing.
Throughout our design, we have striven to minimize the update of global variables. In fact, the only globally shared variables updated by more than one thread is the counter associated with active threads, and the entry point for the epoch-based memory management (though this depends on the selected memory management). To attain cache-locality, our approach relies on programmers using continuation loops. In many cases, this kind of optimization can be automated by a using a semantically enhanced translator (Stroustrup and Dos Reis 2005) .
Under most tested scenarios, Blaze-Tasks's performance is competitive when compared to other high-quality task management systems. In many test cases, Blaze-Tasks scale better when the number of threads exceeds the number of cores. We attribute this behavior to the lock-free nature of the implementation. Also, Blaze-Tasks seems to perform comparatively better on a relaxed memory architecture.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This article introduced a lightweight library for task scheduling and computing parallel reductions over all tasks on shared memory systems. We introduced the notion of asymmetric data structures to reduce many sources of overhead in shared data structure design. The library is implemented in modern C++ and does not require any language extension or the use of task-specific compiler optimizations (though they may add additional benefits). The generic design allows for customizing the framework for specific environments, which is an important benefit to applications that use garbage collection or have other specific memory management constraints. The measured performance of the presented lock-free task management is competitive with other mature approaches.
The presented prototype constitutes a preliminary implementation that offers opportunities for further improvements. One such topic is the exploration of optimizations for NUMA architectures. Another topic is Blaze-Task library specific code optimizations that can be implemented through source-to-source translation. For example, task functions can be automatically transformed to work with continuations, relieving programmers from that burden.
A prototype of the Blaze library including Blaze-Tasks and the benchmark codes are available from our git repository at https://github.com/ppete/blaze.
